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Téná koutou e ngá uri o Ngáti Kurí

As part of our responsibility to you, the Ngáti KuríTrust Board has prepared  
the following information for your consideration. The Annual General Meeting  
on Saturday 26th of March at Waiora Marae will be the opportunity for us to 
announce the candidates who were successful in the election process,  
and for the Board Members to respond to queries that you may have. 

In this report you will find:

• Chairman’s Report

• Update on Treaty Negotiations with the Crown  

• Key points from the Trust Board’s AGM, Saturday 20th March 2010

• Agenda for the Trust Board’s AGM, Saturday 26th of March 2011

• Profile on the candidates standing in this year's election

• Abridged Financial Report

• A separate voting paper with a postage paid reply envelope

In accordance with the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board Constitution,  

four Trustees will be elected from the following: 

• One Trustee from the Ngáti Kurí Electorate ( two standing candidates)

• Two Trustees from the General Electorate ( four standing candidates)

• One Trustee from the Muriwhenua Electorate. As Catherine Davis 

  was the only standing candidate for this electorate, she has been declared 

  'elected unopposed' to the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board.

You will be exercising your democratic right to choose who you think should  
be serving on the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board. These roles require successful  
candidates who have appropriate capabilities, a strong work ethic and  
are principled.

We look forward to celebrating the work of the  
Ngáti Kurí Trust Board with you.   
 

Chairman’s Report

The October 2009 to September 2010 year has been another 
productive year for the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board. You will see in 
the Treaty Report that the Ngáti Kurí Negotiators have also 
been working hard on your behalf. 

Mandated Iwi Organisation

As part of the approval of the Constitutional changes at our 
last AGM in March 2010, the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board has met 
Te Ohu Kaimoana’s requirements of being a Mandated Iwi 
Organisation. 96% of you voted to support the constitutional 
amendments, a level of support that Te Ohu Kaimoana said 
was unprecedented. Thank you for that support. This has  
allowed those shares that have been allocated for Ngáti Kurí 
in Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd to be transferred to Te Urungi o 
Ngáti Kurí, the commercial arm of the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board.

Organisational Structure

The Board has spent some time discussing and approving an 
organisational structure that will be appropriate for the future 
of Ngáti Kurí. This structure also needs to meet the Crown’s 
expectations as they transfer assets back as part of the 
Treaty Settlement process. Te Urungi o Ngáti Kurí is the  
commercial arm for Ngáti Kurí, and Ngá Puna a Ngáti Kurí 
the the social arm for the Trust Board. Those names were 
given by our Kaumátua and Kuia, Charlie Petera and Merimeri 
Penfold. In order to give effect to this structure the Board has 
appointed Tracey Andrews Smith as the General Manager 
for the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board. This will allow a dedicated 
resource to operationalise those imperatives that the Board 
wishes to pursue, identified in the Strategic Plan.  

Council of Elders

Board members have met with our Kaumátua and Kuia  
on numerous occasions, and on an issue-by-issue basis.  
As a source of wisdom, authority and guidance, this has  
been extremely important for the Board. We will continue  
to facilitate and encourage this process. I wish to thank  
Kaumátua and Kuia for their generosity and shared  
desire to invest in the future of Ngáti Kurí. 
 
Financial Performance 

Included in this pack is an abbreviated version of the audited 
accounts for the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board. The Board is  
conscious that we have a duty to provide information that is 
easy for people to understand. We will provide full copies at 
the AGM. The audited accounts will also be made available 
on our website www.ngatikuri.iwi.nz.
The financial performance is similar to that of last year.  
The key area to note is that the accounts are unqualified.  
The Trust Board has one major revenue stream, the Annual 
Catch Entitlement rounds. As per our commitment, the Board 
has functioned within the means of its annual revenue. At the 
same time we were able to provide $34,000 of education and  
discretionary funding to a number of our people and projects. 

You will note that funding of the Treaty Negotiation process  
is separate and therefore does not impact on Iwi funds. 

Ongoing Work

We have been meeting with the Department of Conservation 
on a regular basis. This relationship has allowed Ngáti Kurí to 
influence some of the decision making of the department.  
A number of our Board Members have been involved in 
developing a Te Hiku-wide Educational Iwi initiative. 
In the early stages, this will allow Ngáti Kurí to determine its 
own outcomes. Our Fisheries team has been diligently  
meeting with other Iwi and Ministry of Fisheries staff as part 
of managing the kaimoana resource allocated to Ngáti Kurí.

Acknowledgements
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Graeme Neho 
Chair of the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board



Update on Treaty Negotiations 
with the Crown  

On 16 January 2010, five Iwi of the Te Hiku o Te Ika signed 
an Agreement in Principle with the Crown covering our Iwi 
overlapping interests.1 Any claim matters outside of the 
Agreement in Principle were then for each Iwi to individually 
negotiate. Ngáti Kurí’s aim was therefore to negotiate a  
settlement package with the Crown which was sufficiently  
acceptable before bringing it back to Iwi for approval.  
 
Historial Account
The Negotiators engaged an historical researcher to interview 
our Kaumátua, investigate source documents and draft a first 
report on the agreed ‘story’ of the Crown-Iwi Treaty relationship. 
They also began electronically mapping place names and 
sites of significance to compliment our Historial Account  
drafting work and the Te Hiku Forum manawhenua process.  

Conservation Estate
The Negotiators remained committed to maximising Ngáti 
Kurí control over our taonga and achieving a meaningful  
social and cultural Iwi ‘footprint’ on our land.  However, a 
scarcity of Crown commercial properties in our rohe forced 
both Ngáti Kurí and the Crown to think more creatively about 
how to meet our aspirations – including the return of significant 
areas of Conservation Estate lands. The Crown resisted the 
idea, voicing concern about the ongoing protection of these 
‘high conservation value’ sites. The return of Conservation 
Estate lands is a deal-breaker in the negotiations which  
Ngáti Kurí will continue to pursue in 2011.

Discussions with Te Aupouri and Ngái Takoto
The Negotiators looked for a combination of components to 
restore equity on the peninsula as between Ngáti Kurí and Te 
Aupouri. Aside from the return of DoC estate, ideas included 
possibilities around Crown allocation of Cape View Farm and 
State Forest assets. This led to robust discussion with  
Te Aupouri which we will follow-up with in the new year.

There were also a number of matters which Ngáti Kurí, Te 
Aupouri and Ngái Takoto discussed regarding shared interests.  
These discussions were inconclusive, but Ngáti Kurí will  
continue to engage with them this year with respect to:
• Te Rerenga Wairua: the imperative to ensure Ngáti Kurí’s 
   mana whenua and kaitiaki status is given effect to in any 
   redress concerning this whenua.
• Te Paki, Cape View and Te Raite: how best to collectively 
   manage and thereby maximise their economic return  
   for us all, and 
• State Forests: how best to collectively manage and thereby 
  maximise the economic return for us all. 

Te Hiku o Te Ika Iwi Forum
After the Te Hiku o Te Ika Agreement in Principle signing 
the Forum returned to its intense negotiating pace with the 
Crown. However, shortly after the Agreement in Principle 
signing Ngáti Káhu exercised its right to temporarily ‘take 
a break’ from the Forum so it could re-focus on its Deed of 
Settlement drafting. While this caused some frustration the 
remaining active Forum Iwi continued to keep Ngáti Káhu 
informed of negotiations progress, and to clarify Ngáti Káhu’s 
position and what the implications might be for reaching a 
Deed of Settlement in 2011.  

Te Oneroa a Tohe/ Beach 
The Forum engaged with Government Agencies and Local 
Councils to gain a better understanding of each other’s  
responsibilities over and aspirations for our coastal areas. 

The Crown produced a first draft of an Iwi-Crown ‘Beach  
Governance and Management’ proposal, but it fell short of Iwi 
expectations. Optimism remains high that the next version of 
the proposal will be improved. The Forum notified the Crown 
of the Iwi desire to establish a rohe moana around our coastal 
areas, and to include this in our Deed of Settlement. This new 
redress approach will be further developed in 2011.

Conservation Lands
The Forum recognised that there are Conservation lands with 
multiple Iwi interests. As with the Beach, it was identified that 
consolidating Iwi shared control over these sites would be of 
benefit. The Forum established a Working Group to develop 
a governance and management mechanism for these lands. 
Based on an on-going Te Tiriti/Treaty relationship, the  
redress would reflect the significance of these Lands to  
Te Hiku Iwi, the Crown, and the wider public. It would also 
act as a “Korowai” for the enhancement of conservation, and 
support Te Hiku Iwi in exercising our kaitiakitianga. The Forum 
is awaiting feedback from the Crown on this proposal. 

Social Development Accord
A Working Group was established which recognised the 
value of engaging local stakeholders who were keen to know 
what the implications of the redress were for them.  
Discussion papers were developed which explored a number 
of key issues and concerns. These were well-received by the 
Crown, which collaborated with the Working Group to draft 
a more detailed paper to deliver to Government Ministers for 
their consideration. 

Commercial
The Crown and the Forum swapped Aupouri State Forest 
valuations in preparation for negotiations on the forest  
purchase price, which will begin early in 2011. The Forum 
also engaged with the Crown on valuing the commercial 
properties: e.g. the Kaitaia Police Station, Post Office, Court 
House (a lower purchase price means more settlement value 
‘in the hand’ for Iwi to use on other priority areas post-Deed 
of Settlement).  Simultaneously, the establishment of an Iwi 
Holding Body for the commercial properties was considered.  
Ngáti Kurí’s position is as we have no manawhenua interests 
in Kaitaia, we are not expecting that we will have any place 
as of right in any Holding body unless invited to join by the 
Manawhenua Iwi. The Forum also engaged with Landcorp to 
build a strong collaborative working relationship as the future 
landowners of the Sweetwaters, Cape View, Te Raite and  
Te Karae farms.

Manawhenua Process
Iwi were invited to consult with their respective constituencies in 
2010 on this process. Based on the feedback, it was refined 
and re-submitted to the Hiku Forum for approval. The process 
was handed to the Iwi legal advisors to complete in 2011.

Role of a Te Hiku ‘Collective’ Post-Settlement
Iwi began to discuss the merits of establishing a Te Hiku  
collective group after the Deed of Settlement signing, to  
continue the Iwi collaboration and collective leverage  
opportunties in the future. 

Heoi anö,
Catherine Davis
For the Ngáti Kurí Historical Treaty Claims Negotiators

 1. A copy can be downloaded at http://www.tehiku.maori.nz/documents.

Key points from the Trust Board’s 
AGM, Saturday 20th March 2010 

Third Party involvement in Ngáti Kurí  
Governance Matters

The Chair reminded the hui why a Máori Trustee  
was called in to help deal with the Board’s issues. 
Concern about Te Puni Kokiri’s (TPK’s) returning officer role 
and their verifying the Ngáti Kurí voting process was raised.  
Ngáti Whátua nominated people to observe the vote  
counters, and TPK’s involvement was at the Board’s request 
(consistent with the Trust Board Constitution).  

Matters Arising from the Chair's Report

The Board was acknowledged for its hard work.  
The difficulties from the past have been overcome and  
significant progress has been made that will benefit all  
Ngáti Kurí. The people were asked to support the Board  
members in their duties, as they were elected to do so.

The hui was informed that for anyone who disagrees with  
the Ngáti Kurí Board’s decisions and actions, there is an  
opportunity to be elected onto the Board. The Board has an 
Iwi focus, not an individual focus, and all potential candidates 
are welcome to participate in the annual election process.

The Board planned to establish a Council of Elders.

Board Funding and Assistance

The Board was acknowledged for providing  
funding for Education, and sponsorship for the Te Hápua 
rugby team. The team is now called “Ngáti Kurí”. 
 
Fishery funds were used to benefit our Iwi as a part of the 
new Boards development and a requirement by Te Ohu Kai 
Moana. In the past the Board provided $100,000 each to  
Te Hápua and Waiora marae.

All successful funding applicants were congratulated.

Financial Report

Bray MacCormack were the accountants for the Ngáti Kurí 
Trust Board, and Francis Aicken are the Board’s  
financial auditors.  

The Treaty settlement business was managed separately 
from the Board, which operated its daily duties and  
business on fisheries funds.The Ngáti Kurí Trust Board  
was operating within its annual budget.

The Ngáti Kurí Trust Board had a remuneration policy – 
Trustees each received a meeting fee for attending Trust 
Board, hui-a-iwi or negotiation meetings.The payment fee 
schedule is the same for each Trustee. Variations in  
payments made were reflective of the different workloads. 

The Board’s policy with respect to professional service  
suppliers was to engage with professionals who can  
deliver to the Board’s required standard. 

Contingent liabilities include a pending  
Court of Appeal case.

The Financial Statements were accepted by the  
Board, and Francis Aicken appointed as Ngáti Kurí
Trust Board’s financial Auditors.

Election Candidates’ Presentations

Graeme Neho and Mereaina Uruamo delivered their 
presentation on behalf of the General Constituency.
 
Tom Petricevich and Bundy Waitai delivered their 
presentation on behalf of the Muriwhenua Constituency.
 
Abby Brown and Simon Romana delivered their 
presentation on behalf of the Te Hápua Constituency.

Voting Process

A karakia with Kaumátua took place before work began.
We understood that there was a wairua that we adopted,  
an energy applied when making a decision and we  
honoured that. 

TPK officials were welcomed into the wharenui.

Gifts were presented to Waiora Marae with reference
made to WAI 262  Flora and Fauna claim also.

Once TPK officials introduced themselves, voting papers
were received and taken to Te Manawa for processing.

General Business

For the last 30 years DOC have been asking us to remove  
our stock from the Mokaikai block. The land available in  
the settlements is with the Crown. Before Pákehá arrived,  
100% was Máori-owned land. Today, 6% is Máori-owned, 
50% is Crown-owned, and the rest is in private ownership. 

The Negotiators were working hard to have the Mokaikai  
block returned to Ngáti Kurí.

 

All full copy of the Financial Statements is available on the  

Ngáti Kurí website.



Permit Issuing

Rohe conflict issues were raised as permits had been  
issued by people outside our rohe. A ráhui was put in  
place with an agreement on a method for all Iwi to work 
together with harvesting. 

The Board expressed a desire to use the Kaimoana  
Regulations to ensure we could prepare our own permits  
to improve control.  

The hui was advised that in the event of kaimoana harvested 
in Ngáti Kurí’s rohe without permits from Ngáti Kurí approved 
permit issuers, the Board is authorised to take kaimoana off 
those people.
 
Permit issuers books were being reviewed. If they were  
found non-compliant, then it would be addressed by the  
Ministry of Fisheries. 

Announcement of Vote Result

Concern was voiced at the low level of voters, as  
only 30% of the total Ngáti Kurí database voted.

Total ballots received: 446 

Candidate        Constituency                Votes

Abby Brown         Te Hapua    18

Simon Romana        Te Hapua     8

Tom Petricevich         Muriwhenua   114

Bundy Waitai         Muriwhenua    23

Graeme Neho        General   210

Mereraina Uruamo       General    49

We encourage all our members to vote in this year's election, 
as it is your opportunity to have the people you want working
on the Board, for the collective progress of Ngáti Kurí.

Meeting Closed

The Chair thanked everyone for attending the AGM,  
and gave special thanks to TPK for the help provided  
to Ngáti Kurí. 

Congratulations to those trustees who were elected. 

The meeting was closed with a karakia by our Kaumátua, 
Karaka Roberts.

KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA

 
 

 

All full copy of the AGM minutes is available on

the Ngáti Kurí website.

AGM Agenda, 26th March 2011

All Ngáti Kurí Iwi are welcome to join our
2011 Annual General Meeting at Waiora Marae,  
Ngátaki, starting at 10:00am. If you wish to vote,
please make sure you have registered first.

10.00 AM START – KARAKIA/MIHIMIHI

APOLOGIES

NGÁ WHAKAMAHARATANGA KI A RÁTOU MÁ

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES

MATTERS ARSIING FROM THE MINUTES

CHAIR’S REPORT

FINANCIAL REPORT

HISTORICAL TREATY CLAIMS REPORT

CANDIDATE PRESENTATIONS AND ELECTIONS

GENERAL BUSINESS

2.00 PM CLOSE – KARAKIA WHAKAMUTUNGA

Please note: Lunch will be provided during or after the hui.

We encourage all registered Ngáti Kurí members to vote.



NGÁTI KURÍ ELECTORATE

Whitiora  Aperahama

I was born and raised in Te Hápua, and 
have a great deal of knowledge within the 
far North. I have spent the last 15 years 
working in Te Paki. During this time I 
have served 8 years as a staff member 
with the Department of Conservation.  
The remaining 7 years I spent as a 
general-hand for the Parengarenga  
Incorporation on Te Paki Station. Elected  
in 2008 to represent the community of  
Te Hápua on the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board, 
I believe I have served my people well.  

At this year's Annual General meeting it 
is my turn to stand down for re-election. 
The progress I have experienced while 
being a Trustee on the Ngáti Kurí Trust 
Board has given me the energy to seek 
your continued support. I am standing as 
a candidate to represent our people in the 
Ngáti Kurí electorate, and encourage you 
to vote for me.

Bundy Waitai

Bundy lives and works in Te Hápua and 
Kaitaia. He and his wife Patricia have  
five children and 16 mokopuna.
Bundy works at Kaitaia College as the 
drug and alcohol adviser, assisting with 
truancy and is the college Kaumátua.
Bundy is passionate about improving 
adult literacy levels within our community. 
His area of interest surrounds Te Tiriti 
of Waitangi and the upholding of the 
manawhenua, manamoana and   
manatangata of Ngáti Kurí te Iwi.

MURIWHENUA ELECTORATE

Catherine Davis

Nö Ngáti Murikahara (Ngáti Kurí) and Te 
Rokeka (Te Rarawa), Catherine is  
seeking re-election this year, having 
served as a Board member since 2008.
Catherine has a Legal and Policy Analysis 
background having worked for Te Puni 
Kokiri and as a Solicitor in Wellington 
during the 1990’s. She returned home in 
2000 to work as the Te Rarawa Treaty 
Claims Coordinator, and in 2008 was 
also elected as a Ngáti Kurí Treaty 
Claims Negotiator. 
 
Catherine’s achievements include:
• Bachelor of Law & Social Sciences
• Master of Laws
• Indigenous Fellowship, United Nations, 
  Geneva
• Certificate in Small Business  
   Management.

Catherine is the mother of one nine 
year-old son, a Trustee for Te Rananga 
o Te Rarawa, and is undertaking Te Reo 
Studies in Auckland. She travels back to 
Te Hiku often and is planning to re-establish 
her home-base in Ahipara at the end of 
this year.

"My vision for the future of the Ngáti Kurí 
Trust Board is that our Board becomes 
the most trusted, valued and effective  
Iwi authority in Aotearoa."

Catherine Davis is unopposed in this 
year's election and will not appear on
your voting paper.

2011 Standing Candidates

Ko Kurahaupö te Waka
Ko Pöhurihanga te Tangata
Ko Kohuroa me Maunga Piko Ngá Maunga
Ko Párengarenga te Wahapú
Ko Waitiki te Awa
Ko Te Hápua te Káinga
Ko Te Reo Mihi te Marae
Ko Pohotiare te Hapú
Ko Ngáti Kurí te Iwi
 
Tehei Wá Mauri Ora.

GENERAL ELECTORATE

Alice Palmer

Alice Palmer, daughter of Bill and Raupö 
Brown of Te Hápua, resides in Pipiwai 
and teaches at the kura. She is currently 
a valued Trustee on the Ngáti Kurí Trust 
Board and a Tiriti O Waitangi Negotiator 
for our people.

Marama  Pöhatu

I am the second daughter of Karaka and 
Marie Rápata Hoterene. I live in Dunedin 
with my husband Kevin and children 
Whitney, Waimirirangi and Te Mutunga.
Ngáti Kurí has the capacity as an Iwi 
to control and mange its assets and 
resources for a better future.
I stand on an education platform as  
as a sustainable aspiration for Nágti 
Kurí’s future.
Education is a vital key to realising the 
potential of our tamariki and mokopuna.

With an education background, combined 
with an in depth understanding of the 
educational system and policies, I offer 
my skills and knowledge to the Iwi to work 
collaboratively with the different skill sets 
of the other Trust members.

Growing up away form the papakainga 
allows me to present a wider world view, 
different to those of Iwi members from the 
rohe. My parents brought us up  
maintaining a strong Ngáti Kurí identify, 
with consistent links to our hapú in  
Te Hápua.

I understand the role and the  
responsibilities of a Trustee and that 
meeting attendance is critical. With the 
support of my whánau and hapú, I am  
confident that meeting attendance will  
not be a deterring issue.
Maui ora, ná Marama.

Charlie Sucich

The youngest son of Mate and Jewel 
Sucich of Te Hápua, I was educated at 
Te Hápua Máori School, then Taipá Area 
School from 3rd - 6th form, and completed 
my 7th form year at Kaitaia College. 
Married to Inano Tavita-Sucich, daughter 
of Mauri and Neta Tavita, we are the 
proud parents of four beautiful children. 

For the past 8 years I have been a 
Project Manager for an Auckland based 
construction firm, having been in their 
employment since 1995 when I started  
as a labourer. I am the current Chairman 
for the Board of Trustees of Takanini 
School. Having been born and raised in 
Te Hápua, no matter where I may go Te 
Hápua will always remain home. With 
that in mind the prosperity of Te Hau 
Kainga is of utmost importance to me.

Lillian Karaka.

I am an energetic individual who enjoys 
people. I have a solid background in  
administration and people management.  
I was in the military for 11 years, where 
my skills as a critical thinker were 
developed, working within Government 
departments.

Currently completing a Masters in  
Education at Waikato, I am passionate 
about community development and 
have experience serving on a number of 
boards and implementing projects.

My vision for the future of Ngáti Kurí is 
grounded in its leadership, and encourages 
responsiveness to community needs, 
focusing on cultural revitalisation, internal 
and external partnerships, community 
wellness, integration and co-operation, 
kaitiaki of our taonga and environment, 
plus the sustainable management of  
our resources.

We wish all our standing candidates 
well in the upcoming election, and  
welcome Catherine Davis back to  
the Ngáti Kurí Trust Board.





Ehara taku toa
i te toa takitahi;
Engari he takimano
nó aku túpuna.

My strength comes not
from one source
But from thousands;
from my ancestors.

Have your say, vote in this year's  
Ngáti Kurí Trust Board elections.

Ngáti Kurí Trust Board
Te Mánawa o te Ngáti Kurí
5399 Main Road, Ngátaki
Kaitaia. RD4
www.ngatikuri.iwi.nz


